Abstract: Subluminal, luminal and superluminal localized wave solutions to the paraxial pulsed beam equation in free space are determined. A clarification is also made to recent work on pulsed beams of arbitrary speed which are solutions of a narrowband temporal spectrum version of the forward pulsed beam equation.
Introduction
In recent years, there has been increasing interest in novel classes of spatio-temporally localized solutions to various hyperbolic equations governing acoustic, electromagnetic and quantum mechanical wave phenomena. The bulk of the research along these lines has been performed in connection to the basic formulation, generation, propagation, guidance, scattering and diffraction properties of electromagnetic and acoustic localized waves (LWs) in free space (see [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] for pertinent review literature). However, some work has been done in the area of propagation of localized waves in dispersive (see [7] and references therein) and nonlinear (see [8] and references therein) media. This interest has been sustained by advancements in ultrafast acoustical, optical and electrical devices capable of generating and shaping very short pulsed wave fields (see, e.g., [9] ). Localized wave pulses exhibit distinct advantages in their performance by comparison to conventional quasi-monochromatic signals. It has been shown, in particular, that such pulses have extended ranges of localization in the near-to-far field regions. These properties render LW fields very useful in diverse physical applications, such as remote sensing, secure signaling, nondestructive testing, ultrafast microscopy, high resolution imaging, tissue characterization and photodynamic therapy.
There exist physical situations where a paraxial approximation to the scalar wave equation is pertinent. In this paper, a systematic approach to deriving paraxial spatio-temporally localized waves in free space is provided. Two distinct classes of such packet-like solutions are identified. The first class, which is based on a narrow angular spectrum assumption, is discussed in Section 2. The second one, based on both a narrow angular spectrum and a narrowband temporal spectrum approximation, is described in Section 3. Both classes incorporate subluminal, luminal and superluminal paraxial localized waves. For the second class, the subluminal and superluminal paraxial localized waves are shown in Section 4 to arise from subluminal and superluminal Lorentz boosts of two distinct types of general luminal solutions. Finally, a situation is addressed in Section 5, whereby exact localized wave solutions to the scalar wave equation are embedded into approximate paraxial solutions. Concluding remarks are made in Section 6.
Paraxial localized waves based on a narrow angular spectrum approximation of the scalar wave equation
The conventional paraxial approximation to a solution of the free-space homogeneous 3D Helmholtz equation
governed by the complex parabolic equations 2( , ) ( , ), 2
is based on the assumption of a narrow angular spectrum with respect to the z − axis. In Eqs. 
which has a large number of known solutions. Among them are the Hermite-Gauss, the Laguerre-Gauss and Bessel-Gauss beams. A specific class of axisymmetric Laguerre-Gauss beams is given as follows:
Here, 2 2 x y ρ ρ [1] , which, in turn, belongs to the class of focus wave mode (FWM)-type exact solutions to the homogeneous 3D scalar wave equation. Recently, the splash mode corresponding to 0 n = has been used as a Hertz potential in an extensive study of the spatiotemporal evolution of focused single-cycle terahertz electromagnetic pulses [14] . Special attention has been paid to the limiting case 1 2 a a << corresponding to the paraxial regime. This is a particular situation whereby an exact solution to the homogeneous 3D scalar wave equation behaves as a paraxial pulsed beam under certain parametrization. An analogous result, but in a different setting, has been discussed by Saari [15] recently.
Luminal pulsed beams analogous to those in Eq. (2.8) can be found for
however, these wavepackets propagate in the negative z − direction.
Paraxial superluminal localized waves
It will be more convenient in the subsequent discussion of paraxial localized waves to recast equations (2.4) into new, but equivalent, forms, viz.,
The following change of variables is undertaken in the equation for 
A general solution to the forward pulsed beam equation can be written as ( , , ) ( , , ; , , )
where ( ) δ ⋅ denotes a Dirac delta function. For an azimuthally independent spectrum, viz.,
, one obtains, in particular, the axisymmetric solution
being a positive parameter, the integration over β can be carried out explicitly (cf. [13] , p. 192). As a result, one has 
On the other hand, a smooth spectrum, e.g.,
results in the paraxial version of the finite-energy modified focus X wave (MFXW) pulse [3] (C) 2004 
Then, a general axisymmetric solution to Eq. (2.10) can be written as follows: 
Thus, a narrow angular spectrum and a narrowband temporal spectrum result in the following approximate nonluminal solution to the homogeneous 3D scalar wave equation:
This general solution was originally reported by Wunsche [18] and, independently, by Besieris et al. [19] . The special case with ( ) constant f τ + = was rediscovered by Longhi [20] recently. Longhi mistakenly attributed his solution to a "generalized paraxial approximation," instead of to a narrowband approximation of the forward pulsed beam equation.
It will be convenient for the discussion in the sequel to introduce new variables as follows: ( , ) ( , ), i
respectively. Cited below are specific examples of superluminal/subluminal pulsed beams based on three distinct classes of solutions of Eq. (3.8).
Hermite-Gauss pulsed beams: 
Here, 0 γ is a free positive parameter and 
can be used to achieve this goal for values of the speed v close to c and a large values of 0 ω
Axisymmetric Bessel-Gauss pulsed beam: 
Here, 0 ( ) J ⋅ denotes the zero-order ordinary Bessel function and θ is an arbitrary real angle. It should be noted that for 0, θ = this solution reduces to the pulsed Gaussian beam in Eq. (3.12).
The Hermite-Gauss solutions in Eq. (3.10), the Laguerre-Gauss solutions in Eq. ( , ) ρ η + Φ obeys the equation 
